THE ORANGE LINE
A HIGH-RISE HOME FOR THE HOLIDAYS
2015 HOLIDAY TRAIN EXHIBIT

THE CENTER FOR ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN IS ONCE AGAIN PLEASED TO CARRY FORTH A LAZARUS HOLIDAY TRADITION WITH A CITIESCAPE INSPIRED HOLIDAY TRAIN WINDOW DISPLAY

The Lazarus department store holiday window displays were extravagant winter worlds in miniature, featuring trains, toys, and other festive decorations created for the flagship store at Town and High Streets.

Inspired by that tradition, The Center for Architecture and Design again presents a contemporary take on the holiday train display.

The well-crafted model is a powerful and evocative tool unique to the design professions. This year we invite architects, landscape architects, and artists to show off their model making chops and visionary thinking as we collectively contemplate possibilities for the skyline of Columbus…A High-Rise Home for the Holidays.

Up to 15 participating teams may purchase a 12”x18” plot along the train line – upon which to mount their concept (a model) for high-rise living-working-playing, etc. Models can be constructed with the material of your choice but must be all white (clear for glass is acceptable) no shorter than 24” and no taller than 48”. *

An additional two plots are available and reserved for planning / landscape architecture practitioners. Model materials are up to you – whatever allows you to show off your craft.

To Enter: Email Sarah Bacha at: smbacha@earthlink.net

Entry Fee: $150 (Checks payable to Center for Architecture and Design).

* These are suggested ranges. Email Joe Moss at moss@grad.cc for size and technical coordination.